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                                              Testamonalials 

“A succinct course on how to prevent, recognize, and manage medical 
emergencies.  It is excellent, relevant and extremely well presented. I very 

highly recommend it to all practitioners. Bravo!”                                                          
-Irvin Kotkin, MD (Internal Medicine, New Hyde Park, N.Y.)                                                                                                               

“An outstanding lecture that is brilliantly presented.”                                      
-M. Rothberg, DDS (Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon, Long Island, N.Y.) 

“This was by far the best CE course I’ve taken in a long, long time. Your 
passion and well organized information was only rivaled by your 

enthusiasm and great knowledge.”                                                                  
-Simon Cherif, DDS (Pedodontist, Queens, N.Y.)                      

                                                                    Update… 

“Yesterday I had a Dental Assistant who went into a severe allergic 
reaction with her throat closing. I didn’t panic and kept cool knowing I had 

taken your course in Emergencies and was capable of dealing with it. I 
activated the Emergency Rescue system you taught and it went by the 

book. Afterwards her Physician mentioned to her that I had saved her life.”      
-Simon Cherif, DDS (Pedodontist, Queens, N.Y) 

“Excellent Lecture. I thought I knew more but this lecture got me thinking 
about ways to change the way I perceive emergencies and how I act.”           
-Jerry Partrick, DDS (GP, North Virginia Dental Society, Virginia)  

“This was a prefect presentation from start to finish.”                                     
-Deborah Zivari, DDS (General Practice, Forest Hills, N.Y.) 

“This was the best class that I have attended in years.”                                   
-Sam Mitschke, DDS (General Practice, Houston, Texas) 



“During and after taking Dr. Pompa’s course on Medical Emergencies, I 
realized how easy it is to forget these all important and life saving skills. He 

not only presents the latest emergency protocols, but did so portraying 
emergency scenarios in a multimedia fashion. This along with audience 
participation, and the use of live demonstrations, totally engaged all the 

attendees. I now feel confident should a medical crisis occur in my practice 
or home. Thank you!”                                                                                     

-Frank Peritore, DDS (General Practice, Brooklyn, N.Y.) 

“I would like to thank you for an excellent seminar. It was very informative 
and filled many gaps in knowledge we all need to address in our offices. 

You are fulfilling a very important aspect of dental education.”                          
-Menachem Darwish, DDS (General Practice, Queens, N.Y.) 

“One of the most informative and well presented lectures I have ever 
attended. The use of film and music to illustrate key concepts was both 
meaningful and inspired. Thank you for your hard work and dedication.”      

-Russel Karmel, DDS (General Practice, Woodhaven, N.Y.) 

“Dr. Pompa is thoroughly informed and up to date in his presentation. It is 
organized, documented and most importantly personalized to allow the 

attendee to easily remember the material. I would highly recommend this 
seminar to all dentists and their staff.”                                                                  

-Perry Perzov, DDS (General Practice, Roslyn, N.Y.) 

“Dr. Pompa is an extremely thorough and dynamic speaker. His multimedia 
presentation kept me engaged and helped retain the information that was 
presented. The knowledge I gained was above and beyond what I ever 

expected.”                                                                                                       
-Peter Pollina, DDS (General Practice, Maspeth, N.Y.) 

“This presentation is special in many ways. The way the information is 
presented is unique, and its usefulness is without question.”                         
-Barry Lerman, DDS (General Practice, Forest Hills, N.Y.) 

“I truly enjoyed your presentation on Medical Emergencies. It was so much 
more than expected and I learned so much.”                                                 

-Angela M DeBartolo DDS (Clinical Instructor at NYU College of 
Dentistry) 



“Without a doubt, the most engaging Medical Emergency course I have 
attended. I will definitely recommend it to everyone I know.”                          

-Jamie Royal, DDS (Orthodontist, NYC and Massapequa, N.Y.) 

“This is an excellent presentation that should be required for all dentists to 
take on a regular basis. It is both thought provoking and presents much 

needed information.”                                                                                      
-Jay Eisenstadt, DDS (General Practice, Flushing, N.Y.) 

“This course by Dr. Dan Pompa exceeded my expectations. The Clinical 
examples were real world that could occur in my office or home. This 

course will save the lives of dental patients and the dentist. I cannot stress 
how important this course is.”                                                                        

-Julie Kazimiroff, DDS, MS (Montefiore Hospital, Bronx, N.Y.) 

“This is a wonderful presentation. The enthusiasm Dr. Pompa shows for 
this most important topic knows no bounds.”                                                 

-Ken Criss, DDS (General Practice, Forest Hills, N.Y.) 

“This course should be offered at least once a year.”                                       
-Peter Murawski, DDS (General Practice, Woodhaven, N.Y.) 

                                               


